
Troubleshooting for reversed pipes
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NOTE: If the outlet pipes from the valve-box have been reversed during installation, this prob-
lem can be solved (in other words the tub fill connection has been made to the top of the valve-
box). Remove the diverter cartridge as detailed below, then rotate it 180° & refit. The cartridge 
lug will fit into the secondary hole (A).

Step by step
1. Rotate the diverter spindle fully
    clockwise. Orientate the diverter
    as shown to view the bottom. 
    With the locating lug on the left,
    check that the lower diverter port
    is closed.
2. Align the locating lug on the bottom
    of the diverter to the right hand hole
    in the valve casting (A). Slide the
    diverter into the bore & ensure the
    lug has been correctly located
    into hole A.
3. Slide the plastic positional moulding
    onto the diverter, engaging the
    hexagons on both parts. Ensure the 
    moulding is orientated as shown below,
    observing that the pointer (B) is as show.

4. Slide the clamping bush into place & rotate the bush 
    clockwise thus engaging the first few threads. Use a 
    22mm A/F deep socket to tighten. When refitting cartridge, 
    do not over tighten the clamping bush, maximum torque 12Nm.
5. Fit the positional sleeve onto the diverter spindle, ensure the pointer
    (C) is aligned to pointer (B). Both parts are splined, so the sleeve 
    can be removed rotated & refitted until alignment is achieved.
    Once aligned, press the sleeve firmly. This will force the two lugs on
    the black moulding to move apart thus allowing the sleeve past.
    The sleeve should bottom-out on the brass spindle & the lugs on
    the black moulding snap back into position thus trapping the sleeve.
6. Confirm pointers are align as shown (plan view). Fit the black drive
    spindle & tighten the screw to secure.
    Reverse the sequence & reassemble the parts.
    ENSURE PARTS ARE REASSEMBLED IN THE CORRECT SEQUENCE.


